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Letter of Goodbye
Dear South Africa,
Now has come the time to say a difficult goodbye to you after making the
decision to leave you after almost 18
years of life, prayer and work here in
your beautiful and poignant land. I
have not made this decision lightly, but
I feel the need to be closer to my family,
especially as my parents
are getting older, and
to move to a new phase
in my life of prayer and
service. I depart on the
1st of July, returning to
Holy Cross Monastery,
West Park, New York in
the US where I began
my monastic life in the
Order of the Holy Cross.
Preparation for departure would be incomplete if I did not reflect
back on this almost 1/3
of my life here in this country.
Joys and sorrows were prevalent with
not much in between. I sometimes
craved more of a middle ground with
more of a sense of the rock-steadiness of
day to day routines and fewer tremors.
But even before I came to South Africa,
I told myself and others that I wanted
to change, whatever that would mean
for me. I wanted to experience conversion in all of its manifestations, even if it
involved some disquiet and angst.
Being here, I discovered that conver2

--Br. John Forbis, OHC
sion happens mostly in the outer edges,
the margins, and not in the comfort zone
of the media vita, the middle ground.
You, South Africa, are a country of margins and extremes both in your history
and present, from the richness and joy
of your diversity and beauty - both in
your untouched land and culture - to
suffering from the remnants of apartheid, from poverty and
dashed hopes. To try
and walk the tightrope
of the middle ground,
to cling to one’s comfort
zones and not be open to
conversion, is not to face
the realities and truths
of your nation and be
crushed by one’s own
complacency. Complacency can also blind us
to the truth of God’s
love.
Stability is found
there in that place of authenticity. Conversion is found there. These two parts of
the Benedictine vow stem from the same
source as does obedience. Stability and
conversion in God has cracked open my
heart to listen. I have been called to sorrow with the sorrowful and rejoice with
your triumphs often very hard-won, and
be guided to love as God does, to love as
so many of you have loved me, embracing me as part of so many communities -the rural area around us, the Holy Cross
School, the Associates of Holy Cross

here in South Africa, those who have me to himself all along.
helped to nurture and challenge my spiriI am very aware that my home nation
tual life (whether
and monastery
as guests in our
will not be the
monastery
or
same as I Ieft it
mentors
who
almost 20 years
have been so
ago, nor will I be
willing to engage
the same either.
me in growing
But I do go with
in my relationanticipation and
ship with God),
excitement about
those poets and
the
surprises
writers who have
God will have in
welcomed me as
store for me. So
one of their own, Br. John, OHC with the some of the Associates “Commu- I will be experinity”.
of course, the
encing more of
monastic comthose outer-edges
munity here and
-- both the trepiso many others.
dation of the
I could say
unknown as well
that you, South
as the sense of
Africa, have taught
promise and posme what love
sibility I feel in
really is for the
this transition.
first time.
It
I love so many
is hard work
of you, and you
because it is an
will be missed,
act and not just
but if I can keep
a feeling. But
remembering the
it is the act of Br. John, OHC and some of the children that have grown lessons you have
seeking and striv- up with us over the years.
taught me, they
ing towards God
come with me to
through the seeing of and “listening with what lies ahead, thanks to you. You will
the ear of the heart” to you. I still have be with me as well.
a long journey to go to reach the depth
of God’s compassion, but through the With all my heart,
magnificent beauty of your land and the
true struggles, joys, resiliency, warmth Br. John Forbis, OHC
and hospitality of your inspiring people,
I have been awakened to God drawing
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Holy Cross School News

--Karola McConnachie, Principal

Since the last newsletter Holy Cross February to celebrate the school’s 5th
School has been incredibly busy. At birthday in the new building. Bubbles
the start of 2016 the classrooms were all blew all over the “fair ground” from the
given a facelift and painted in beautiful most popular slippery slide; the Full
colours. New Grade R children were Gospel Dancers came to dance for us;
welcomed to the school. We bade farewell traditional food was on sale; children’s
to our Grade 3 teacher and welcomed arts and crafts were for sale and the
Ms Zimkhitha Mdingi to our staff in pancake stall was extremely popular.
October. Before long her many talents Most of our parents were involved,
were put to excellent use.
the staff worked
The school produced
tirelessly and in the
a fantastic play –
end we banked over
“Everyone has a voice” –
R10 000. It was a day
at the St George’s hall in
of true community
November 2015. It was a
effort with everyone
superb team effort and
working
towards
many hours were spent
the common goal
rehearsing,
painting
of creating the best
backdrops,
sewing
school environment
costumes and singing
for our children.
the wonderful songs.
The
parents
Our children are just
also attended a
naturals on the stage!
very
informative
Once again the school
“How your child
has to thank Basil Mills
learns”
workshop
for writing the play for
in February. The
us and for creating the
feedback was very
most incredible stage
encouraging.
Our
props.
families turned up
As soon as the
in their numbers for
school
re-opened,
our 12 March Sports
planning meetings as
Day to cheer their
well as creative projects
children on as they
took place to make
ran, skipped and
lovely items to sell at Above are some scenes from the 2016 School jumped their way
our Country Fair which Fair held on the 6th of February. Face paint- to the finish line.
ing and the water slide were among the many
was held on the 6th of popular attractions of the Fair.
We are building our
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community one event at a time!
The Puku Festival (indigenous
storytelling and writing) inspired our
Grade 2’s to embark on an ambitious
journey of producing a book of their
short stories. The learning curve has
been steep but so inspiring and we hope
to “publish” our book before the end
of our second term. When a boy who
is possibly dyslexic proudly holds up his
story for me to read, I cannot help but
shed a tear of joy.

to go on to Grade 4 to master English
comprehension skills, and it is in this
context that we are busy restructuring
the Grade 3 curriculum to accommodate
this need. Our ongoing involvement
with the parents of the Holy Cross
Scholarship children is proving to have
a very positive influence as these families
grow within themselves during this
process. Those children who moved to
the Archie Mbolekwa school are proving
to be the Holy Cross Superstars that we

Some of the school children are holding up tablets Our Holy Cross School children are standing in front
and laptops that were purchased thanks to a grant of an earth mover working on a mini soccer field at
from Waainek Wind Power company
the school also thanks to funds from the Waainek
Wind Power company

The term ended on a really high
note when the Waainek Wind Power
company awarded the school support for
new laptops and tablets, much needed
teaching resources, our isiXhosa writing
project, a parent workshop and the
promise of a mini soccer field. All the
long hours spent completing the funding
proposal had paid off and the school
looks forward to a positive relationship
with the Wind Power company.
Our biggest challenge is helping the
children who graduated from our school

dreamt of from the beginning. They are
able to work independently, have a good
work ethic and help their peers who have
not had the same solid foundation in
education.
It is a very inspiring school in so many
ways and leading the way in addressing
very real issues that affect the majority
of children in our rather dysfunctional
Eastern Cape. To continue to make this
kind of impact we need to ensure that
the staff members feel supported and
motivated for many years ahead.
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“Look, Bhuti, Look!”

--Tim Hamlin
We are going to say another heartfelt goodbye in July when our YASC volunteer, Tim Hamlin,
will be finishing his year’s work at Holy Cross School. His rapport with the children, his invaluable help in some of the administration, and his enjoyable presence in our community life willl
be missed. We wish him the best in his future as he considers what are the next steps in his life.
The following is a reflection of how the children enriched his own year here in South Africa.
From
the
threshold of Holy
Cross School I
knew that I was
entering a special
place.
Whatever
was to come out
of my time here
in Grahamstown,
whatever challenges
or joys I might
encounter, my work
at the school would
always be a profound
source of comfort
and inspiration.
Though to talk
about how “children
teach you so much”
is somewhat cliché,
I sit here trying
to synthesize my
experience thus far
and the statement
is one of the few
concrete phrases I
can pull up. These
children have taught
me to be present; to
be willing to put my life on pause and
enjoy what is around me; to embrace
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my blessings and
respond with joyful
thanks.
Working
with children means
that you can’t really
have an “off” day.
Kids will demand
so much of your
attention
and
energy that even if
you don’t feel up to
it, in the end, you
don’t really have a
choice.
But
I
have
experienced in these
kids
something
beyond just the
taxing of energy
and focus. I have
experienced nothing
less than the love
of God, expressed
through the simple,
joyful demands of
the love of children.
When I am rushing
to fulfill some task
or simply plodding
along fueled by my own internal drama,
it is easy to ignore the wonder that is

daily living--that is creation itself. I am
caught by a child in moments daily, and
my attention is demanded to see, to
“look, Bhuti, look!”. God is calling me
to forget myself, to let go of my ego and
simply look around me with new eyes.
Our students are opening my eyes to the
blessing of love with their simple demand
of the same. I am given an opportunity
to remember once more my love of God
and the love God has for me.

In the First Letter of John, we learn
that “...those who do not love a brother
or sister whom they have seen, cannot
love God whom they have not seen.”
The children at Holy Cross School have
helped me to truly understand John’s
message. In allowing myself to be present
and open to the love of others, I will
inevitably be opened to the love of God.

As we journey in this way of life and in faith, we shall run
on the path…our hearts overflowing with the inexpressible
delight of love.
Rule of St. Benedict Prologue: 40
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Some Visitors to the Monastery

-- Brother Roger Stewart, OHC

One of the particular joys of our
guesthouse is the ongoing relationship
it allows us to maintain with individuals
and groups over the years. The monthly
Saturday quiet afternoons for people
from the local Cathedral continue, and
various other groups from the Cathedral
have come for quiet days and planning
days during the past six months.
One of the ways in which our relationship with the local College of the
Transfiguration is expressed is through
our being able to host various student
groups during periods of retreat through
the year. Our own local Associates have
gathered here several times during the
past six months for quiet days and week-

end retreats.
We were pleased to have members
of two charitable organizations return
to spend time in our guesthouse. It was
good to have both the President’s Award
and OASIS SA Rainbow Kidz with us
again.
We are always aware of the cycle of
orientation and graduation at the local
Rhodes University, through the B&B
function of our guesthouse during those
periods. A group of poetry students from
the University also spent a quiet day here,
facilitated by our own poet, Br. John.
Another set of relationships we have
is with numerous local schools. Staff
from the Diocesan School for Girls, with

A gathering of Deacons from throughout the Province of the Anglican Church of Southern Africa at
the monastery for their first retreat. It was a historic occasion both for them and us.
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It was good to
have the Revd Denise
Herbert, a long-time
friend, with us again.
Also visiting from the
UK, the Revd Kathy
Roberts
brought
along a small group
from her parish.
Bp
Monument
Makhanya, now Bishop of Zululand, who
first encountered this
Bishop Eugene Sutton (far right) is shown here with Kary McConnachie, the
principal of Holy Cross School, and Tim Hamlin, our YASC volunteer in the monastery while a
school, after the Ash Wednesday service offered to the children and teachers student at the local
at the monastery.
seminary, came to us
which we have a multi-faceted relationon his pre-consecraship, came for a planning day.
tion retreat. Bp Eugene Sutton, Bishop
Local representatives from Scripture of Maryland in the US, who has a long
Union spent a weekend here, planning association with our Order, spent a few
for the year ahead.
days of his sabbatical here.
From somewhat further afield, a
The gathering at the monastery of
group from Jeffreys Bay Methodist deacons from various dioceses around
Church, long-time friends of our com- this province of the Anglican Church in
munity, came on retreat. We also enjoyed South Africa was an historic occasion,
having another Methodist group, from one we are proud to have been a part of.
Cathcart and Stutterheim, with us on a We are equally proud to have been able
different occasion.
to host a group of young people from a
We were pleased to have Josias Moro- parish in one of the rougher neighbourbi, erstwhile member and still friend of hoods of Port Elizabeth on their pre-conthe community, with us for Holy Week firmation retreat. The generous financial
and Easter. During that same period, it support we receive from so many people
was a pleasure to host three members around the world enabled us to reduce
of the Dutch Reformed Church (one our rates substantially so that they could
of whom was returning after a previous be with us at such an important point in
visit).
their spiritual journeys.
Sr Carol, from the local Community
It was a delight to host the Yoga Ladies
of the Resurrection of our Lord, came to from East London. Oms and laughter!
us on retreat. Sr Patricia, CHN, joined
us once again for our Christmas celebration.
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An Experience of Anchor and Bedrock:
Being An Associate of the
Order of the Holy Cross.
--Tally Palmer, AHC
Tally is an Associate who lives in Grahamstown. She is a research Professor in the Institute for
Water Research at Rhodes University, and is married to Tony Palmer, who is a researcher with
the Agricultural Research Council. They have two children and three grandchildren, one family
in Sydney and one in London.

In addition to her research, Tally Palmer teaches many
communities where water catchments are quite important the science of water and how to take care of those
catchments.

My small red “Rule of St Benedict”
bears the date 2000, the year of becoming a Holy Cross Associate. Br Andrew
Colquhoun was the Associate’s Director at the time and his acerbic humour
and wisdom was my first experience of
anchorage in spiritual bedrock within
the Order of the Holy Cross. My experience has been in the context of proximity
and close involvement with – as well as
travelling far from -- Mariya uMama we
Themba Monastery in Grahamstown,
South Africa.
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My first visit to the monastery was in
1998. I was experiencing a deep depression, and a neighbour whom I had met
at a Taize prayer group mentioned to me
that I should consider a retreat there.
It was a homecoming experience. I
simply rested in the deep prayer space,
gardened, watered and worked by the
monks. A year later I booked in again -this time brave enough to explore other
ways of connecting, and began to attend
either lauds or vespers. The bravery was
required because I struggle to feel at home
and accepted in a space, and it took me
a while to realise belonging was simply a
choice. In time I learned about the Associates and asked to prepare to join.
The preparation involved learning
how to develop a rule of life. My life at the
time was a carefully masked mess. Outwardly, I was a successful academic with
a lovely family. Inwardly, I was rocked
by storms of guilt and despair. A long
journey of experiencing repeated forgiveness is how I came to the metaphors of
anchorage and bedrock. Sure anchorage
in solid bedrock offers no avoidance of

storms – but certainly they enable safety
while seeing them through.
I realized I wanted a rule embedded
in the Benedictine way that was both
challenging and manageable. I could not
face another place of repeated failure and
guilt. So my rule was, and is, a gentle
one, but still requires conscious effort.
Some aspects have remained unchanged
since the beginning – offering a reliable
sanctuary, and others fall away and are
replaced. Since the beginning I have
sought to attend one of the monastic
hours of prayer, once a week, in any week
I am resident in Grahamstown. Sixteen
years of weeks of presence in the church,
with God and friends, in reflection, song,
prayer and connection, when not on my
many travels, has seen me through many
absences. I have also found that the
Benedictine charism of hospitality suits
my deep self perfectly. I have always loved
welcoming people into my home, office,
or holiday space. It has become a conscious pathway of walking with God.
The phrase “listen with the ear of the
heart” has also become a touch-stone of
living. “Listen” and “heart” certainly
challenge “think” and “talk”! Introspection that leads to wallowing self-pity is balanced by the down-to-earth Benedictine
value of simple work – washing, tidying,
walking the dog. These are actions where
the body can move and the soul can rest.
My longest absence from Grahamstown was the 6 year period, 2005-2010,
when I was first in Sydney and then Pretoria. In Australia, lectio divina proved to
be part of the anchor rope. Our Bishop,
David Walker, launched a programme
of activating Lectio divina in parishes

and I became involved. A group in our
parish met weekly in Lent, and monthly
through the year to read and pray together. My dear friend Adrienne Leonard
introduced hospitality into this practice
- always providing nibbles and something
to drink, with time for a friendly chat after
prayer. This combined practice is now a
joyful part of my current experience as an
Associate. A group of Associates meet
for Lectio Divina and supper in my home
three times a year. We also meet at the
monastery for retreats and quiet days over
the years. We are really becoming more
and more of a community.
Another need for anchor and bedrock
emerges when I am faced every day by
the ambiguity of a privileged life within
a profoundly unequal society on a planet
failing under the weight of human greed.
I live a life of profound compromise and
face the seeming impossibility of souldeep integrity. I do not always live out
my most dearly held aspirations of contributing to a just and sustainable earth. I
was teased recently by a friend for espousing these aspirations while wearing a gold
necklace and earrings and arriving in
large 4-wheel drive truck.
Yet I actually do find hope and peace
in a modest faith. I manage to live in and
through the relatively small storms I face,
and have faced so far, with real joy. I love
and am loved by astonishingly many wonderful people. I find great joy in natural
beauty. I have work that seems to contribute, and I am part of a community of care
and prayer. I am deeply grateful for my
life as an Associate of the Order of the
Holy Cross.
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Community News
Brother
Daniel has attended
some conferences since the last
Uxolo including
the Benedictine
Communities of
Southern Africa
which was held
in February in
Benoni and the
Leadership Conference of the Consecrated Life AGM
also held in Benoni in April. He said
that both conferences were quite good
providing much fruit for living the Religious Life here in Africa. He also went
to Namibia to be with his family as they
mourned the death of his sister-in-law,
Anita. His time with the family was very
rich and restful, and the family was a real
support and comfort to one another during this time. Now he is back with us
being deeply busy and involved with the
leadership of the monastery here.
Brother Roger’s sense of
the value of
the guesthouse
ministry has
only
grown,
receiving
guests into this
sacred space
that we hold
in trust and
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meeting with them at their request. He
is increasingly involved in accompanying
people on their spiritual journeys. He
has been stretched by the responsibilities of sub-prior and bursar, and so very
much appreciated some time alone at a
beach cottage.
Brother John is
going through
a very important transition
period of making
preparations to depart
South Africa
and return to
the US to live in the Order’s Holy Cross
Monastery. (See pp. 2-3) As he says,
“Everything seems so significant now
from saying goodbyes to many as well
as my relationship with God becoming
so much richer now.” Brother John has
also just returned from a trip to the Western Cape where he had his check-up after
his surgery to correct his problems with
epilepsy. All looks good and the operation was quite successful. During that
time, he had a healing and relaxing visit
with a long-time Associate and friend of
the community’s in Fish Hoek named
Lindsay Wakeford Brooks.

Brother James
has just finished
a successful fundraising trip in
the US, the UK
and certain locations in Europe.
Currently he is
still in the US

attending to some health issues. He has
been bolstered, however, by his trip and
the contacts he has made, as have we.
Please pray for him during this time of
determining what treatment he needs,
for healing, comfort and a full recovery
from his injuries.

Some New Developments
Two men have made
Vocations Visits (extended
visits to the monastery as
part of a discernment for
the monastic life in our community), and we have invited
them to enter the Postulancy (the beginning stage
of the monastic life). They
both are prayerful men and
have a good intuitive understanding of the Benedictine
monastic life.
Cebolenkosi Emmanuel
Mkhize is from Inanda,
just outside of Durban. He
worked in telephone sales
and online advertisement
before coming to us.
Having grown up in the
Roman Catholic Church, he
was an altar server, a member of the Children of Mary
and is now a member of the
Young Catholic Guild. His
desire for a more contemplative life has brought him to
our door since we are the
only South African male

Cebolenkosi Mkhize

community that can offer
what he is looking for.
Joel Makame is currently an Anglican Priest
in Tanzania where he grew
up. He is not a stranger
to our community. Ten
years ago he came to the
monastery to spend some
timelearning about the
monastic life and how it
could be applied in the
church in Tanzania. He
never lost his desire for
the monastic life in all of
the years since.
Please pray for them
both as they continue
their discernment to our
life.

Joel Makame
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A New Poetry Anthology
A new poetry anthology is to be launched in June in the UK published by Eyewear Publications, Inc in London. The anthology is entitled The Poet’s Quest for God: 21st Century
Poems of Spirituality . Poets were invited to submit poems “concerned with spiritual issues
in this secular age, by persons of any faith, or none”. Hopefully it will be widely available on
Amazon and other online book suppliers. Please keep an eye out for it. The poem below is
included in the publication.

Suscipe Me
There is a moment
in white, when
the mist clings,
and birdsongs cease,
when two hands grip a
breviary with ribbons set,
a monk’s nervous fingers
end their motion,
when eyes freeze
on a floor pattern
and yet, no longer see it
and breathing stops.
that moment,
right before rising to stand
when we ask for God’s help,
it seems, after the fact.
Brother John Forbis, OHC
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My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going. I do not see the
road ahead of me. I cannot know for certain where it will end.
Nor do I really know myself, and the fact that I think that I am
following your will does not mean that I am actually doing so.
But I believe that the desire to please you does in fact please you.
And I hope I have that desire in all that I am doing. I hope that
I will never do anything apart from that desire. And I know that
if I do this you will lead me by the right road though I may know
nothing about it. Therefore will I trust you always though I may
seem to be lost and in the shadow of death. I will not fear, for you
are ever with me, and you will never leave me to face my perils
alone.
--Thomas Merton Thoughts in Solitude
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Mariya uMama weThemba Monastery
PO Box 6013
Grahamstown 6141 South Africa
Tel: (046) 622-8111 - Guesthouse
(079) 873-0935 - Guesthouse cell
(046) 622-6465 - Monastery
Fax: (086) 243-1738
Email: guesthouse@umaria.co.za
Website: www.umaria.co.za
PBO#: 930/000/363
NPO#: 036-811
Uxolo is the isiXhosa word meaning peace. Benedict
teaches his monks to “seek peace and pursue it”. This
quest has been the hallmark of Benedictine monasticism since the 6th century. We strive to continue to
bring peace to not just ourselves but to all who come to
us.
Staying in touch:
Uxolo Updates enewsletter: Click on subscription button on website or
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/mariyaumamawethembamonastery/
Website: www.umaria.co.za

Contributing to Our Monastery

Please send your gift to:

The Prior
at the address to the left.

For our banking details, please email prior@umaria.
co.za or ring (046) 622-6465.

If you are in the United States:
Please send your gift to

Ms. Mary Davey
Order of the Holy Cross South Africa Fund
Fiduciary Trust Company International
600 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020-2302

Please contact us or look at our website for details
about tax exemption.
You can now donate online! See www.umaria.co.za

Bequests
If you would like to know how you can remember the
monastery in your will, please contact the Prior.
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